WORST WEEDS
WATCHLIST

Have you spotted these in your backyard? Pest plants have a real ecological impact when they
jump the garden fence and smother our forests and streams. Keeping them at bay means that
native plants and birds can flourish.

CLIMBING ASPARAGUS

MOTH PLANT

WILD GINGER

Smothers the forest floor and prevents
growth of native plants. Climbing plant
with small, thin leaves, white flowers
and green berries that ripen to orange/
red. For small amounts, dig out tubers,
rhizomes and seeds & rot in a water barrel
or dispose in community weed bins. Try
to remove before seeding occurs. Large
infestations may require herbicide.

Strangles native plants and is a prolific
seeder. Noxious woody vine with white
sap and large green pods bearing up to
1000 seeds. Wear gloves when removing
pods and dispose of in community weed
bins. Pull out young plants at the root, or
cut woody stumps and apply herbicide.
Avoid skin contact - sap is an irritant.

Quickly forms dense stands that prevents
native plants from growing. Cut off seed
heads and dispose at community weed
bins. Green stems and leaves can be left
to compost. If rhizomes can be removed
without causing erosion, dig out and rot
in water barrels or dispose in community
weed bins. If leaving rhizomes in the
ground, cut stems at base and paste
immediately with herbicide.

WOOLLY NIGHTSHADE

JASMINE

TRADESCANTIA

Quickly forms dense stands that prevent
native plants from growing. Small shrubs
grow into large trees with furry grey/green
leaves, purple flowers and green fruit
turning yellow when ripe. Dig or pull out
small plants or cut and paste large trees
with herbicide. Remove seeds and dispose
of in community weed bins.

Grows densely and smothers native plants
on the ground and in the subcanopy.
Evergreen climber with tough stems, dark
green leaves, red/pink flower buds and
white, five-petalled flowers. Cut vines
and leave upper stems to die in trees,
alternatively dig out roots. Rot down in
a water barrel or dispose in community
weed bins.

Forms dense mats preventing native
plants from growing, and will regrow from
stem fragments. Rake up or pull out all
pieces and compost in a weed bag, or
dispose of in community weed bin.

For large infestations or more detailed information, visit https://pestsearch.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
To prevent the spread of kauri dieback, refrain from removing weeds from around the root zones of kauri.
Those who live in the Waitākere Ranges Local Board area can dispose of invasive weeds free of charge at
the community weed bins: www.ecomatters.org.nz/weed-bins

